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Dear Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency Governing Board,

We don't have a fixed broadband access issue on the South Shore:

Nor do we have a wireless broadband issue:
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The aforementioned maps are FCC Form 477 data supplied by the
telecommunications companies which are required under the penalty of criminal
punishment to be accurate to very precise technical standards. It is a crime for
telecommunications carriers to report false coverage to the FCC (47 U.S.C.
§§ 220(e) & 643; 18 U.S.C. § 1001; 47 CFR § 1.7009). It would also be a crime if
these companies were advertiseming broadband coverage that was "untrue or
misleading" (e.g., BPC § 17500). The NTRPA, TRPA, local agencies, and general
public information may presume this information—i.e., map—is accurate (e.g., Civil
Code § 3548).
We already have widespread access to gigabit internet!
Stop believing the Tahoe Prosperity Center's bold-faced lies and propaganda that
Tahoe area residents don't have access to broadband or are complaining that they
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can't get faster internet! It is simply not true. You should divest from this corrupt and
highly partisan political advocacy organization.
Thank you.
Margaret Byers
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Dear Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency Governing Board,

We don't have a fixed broadband access issue on the South Shore:

Nor do we have a wireless broadband issue:

1

The aforementioned maps are FCC Form 477 data supplied by the
telecommunications companies which are required under the penalty of criminal
punishment to be accurate to very precise technical standards. It is a crime for
telecommunications carriers to report false coverage to the FCC (47 U.S.C.
§§ 220(e) & 643; 18 U.S.C. § 1001; 47 CFR § 1.7009). It would also be a crime if
these companies were advertising broadband coverage that was "untrue or
misleading" (e.g., BPC § 17500). As a common matter of law, NTRPA, TRPA, local
agencies, and general public information may presume this information—i.e., map—is
accurate (e.g., Civil Code § 3548).
We already have widespread access to gigabit internet!
Stop believing the Tahoe Prosperity Center's bold-faced lies and propaganda that
Tahoe area residents don't have access to broadband or are complaining that they
2

can't get faster internet! It is simply not true. You should divest from this corrupt and
highly partisan political advocacy organization.
Thank you.
Margaret Byers
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